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About This Game

Project Aftermath is the PAX10 winning Arcade RTS where you command up to four squads of soldiers in exciting battles in a
retro-futuristic world. Equip your squads to suit your playing style, researching new items using the spoils of war; choosing from

over 100 different weapons, armour, power-up augmentations and spell-like special attacks.

Engage in hectic massed battles against hordes of enemies. Capture strategic locations, rescue hostages and slaughter
indiscriminately! Explore the landscape to locate hidden treasures and uncover the secrets of both your enemy and the

mysterious planet you find yourselves on. Replay missions using fewer soldiers and items to earn greater rewards.

Action, mystery, hideous manmachine hybrids; Project Aftermath has it all.

Join the fight!

Experience 10 missions of fast-paced action on a mysterious alien world.
20 Challenge missions to test your skills to the limit
Command up to 4 Heroes and see them become more powerful as they gain experience.
Classless Heroes mean that you can equip your squad your way, using over 100 different items in 1000s of
combinations.
In-game tactical deployment. Create turrets, deploy grunt-hunting drones, call for backup, request equipment changes
mid-mission and more...
You decide how tough a mission is. Over or under equip your Heroes to blast your way through or to challenge the
online high score tables.
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Collect Honours for exceptional skill in battle.
Unlock all the Steam Achievements.
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Into Bug Valley..... crashes after the first ~20 minutes- fixing cache doesn't help. Waste of money...... WTF...........load, crash,
load, crash, scenery is fubar ed. Dont buy it.. I played some RW with the missus co-op and SP a month or so ago.

It seems that the majority of effort so far has gone into the building mechanics, which are a bit fiddly but are also as good as
I've seen before. With a little patience you can build very realistic looking stuff (within the gfx limits ) - barebones structures
work but you feel compelled to put in those wooden beams and mantles. And then why not a deck, blacksmith shelter, terraced
garden and framed pictures of your favourite old dogs above the fireplace? It's pretty good and will only get better with finer
details. Logistics systems (ie. rails\/conveyer\/power) would make this the best thing ever.

The main drawback at the time of playing though seemed to be progression and incentive. Once I figured out what was going on
it was pretty easy to deck out both myself and the wife with high end gear whilst building a nice and cozy home base. I only
ventured far from home once to get sand (for my window panes) and took the long way back - which provided some survival
challenges running into wild mobs, however for no real gain. This was actually before I'd set up a horse too - which I could have
done much earlier in hindsight. We tunnelled extensively around and near the base, but we never came across a dungeon or
skeletons which would have been cool; but again I'm not sure what I'd actually gain from it given that I could already produce
everything. Well, maybe not a huge gun\/ammo stockpile but pretty much everything else. My typical looking garden alongside
the house could have fed and clothed the 3rd world too, and I believe that was after a nerf.

There was a recent addition of NPC mobs that I ran into a couple of times (besides skellys), however they possessed no
concentrated threat to our base or much else to distinguish themselves from wild animals. I think they are supposed to attack in
groups but this wasnt my experience. There should be more to come there (if not already) and I hope to see a further fleshed out
NPC system to bring more life to RW and the spaces you create. As it stands, the enormous world lacks much to do besides
building after you have spent a few hours gathering\/crafting..... and you don't really need to explore much to do so. There is so
much more out there, but I want to do more than just see it, shoot a big cat and go home. That gets boring enough in RL.

So already a solid purchase if you just like building your own castle 'n town wotnot (albeit an empty one). I couldn't recommend
this EA more for that. The basic survival mechanics are sound enough I guess, but the adventure, strategy and general game
loops could do with some work\/presence for everyone else. Given it's price though I wouldnt worry too much about taking that
gamble - I'd still be content with where its at had I paid twice as much.

Edit: I'd already recommended RW but also just now checked the road map (like a sensible person). It appears that I'm covered
(:. The font is too small, won't scale, and if you adjust the DPI setting in Windows then it breaks the form layout so none of the
buttons line up with their picture. This game is too old for today's resolutions.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3BksFxLv4BE

Well what can I say it's a game out eating and pooping. Except it's not, nice little timed eating game, leading to a fustrating aim
and poop on people... game.

Pros:
- Very good price, how can you go wrong with that 71p (79p usually)
- Replay value
- Funny (I could elaborate but there's a lot to say)
- Nice visuals and good dancing choreography
- Character design is amusing

Cons:
- Controls are hard to handle
- Throwing mechanism is not true to reality, unless your poops are bullets
- Instructions overlay the gameplay while it's running making it hard to get immersed!!
- Wish it was easier to pick characters. a Fast and Addicting 1 VS 1 fighting bullet hell game with amazing soundtrack by
DJ Deku i can't ask for more

if you like Suguri,Sora,or you know this character from 100% Orange Juice,grab it
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but this game have some bugs....

1.May have compatibility problems running on newer Windows systems (use compbaility mode or try playing it on
windowed screen)
2.Keyboard controls cannot be remapped,i'm using gamepad to play this game
3.Some visual glitch on character selection screen (Suguri Everywhere). not a spelunky ripoff

actually a very robust and claustrophobic action-platformer. Bad performance, and it wasn't clear what I was supposed
to do. The hatchet disappeared when I put it down on a shelf. It didn't seem to do anything anyway.. Worth the 5 bucks
for the added content. This game seems cool although i keep on glitching in the falling office part (at the start). I just
keep falling through the clouds. Is something else supposed to be happening?
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Me and my friend haven't beaten this game yet, but the further we get, the more excited we get to find where else the game
goes! Twinsanity is a lot of fun to perform and the game feels hectic and wild in a way that's much more fun to enjoy with a pal.
The game was a little slower with the graphics turned all the way up, but it's still a crazy visual spectacle on "fastest" graphics. If
you have two controllers, I'd highly recommend buying this game!. This is an early access review.
From the few hours I played it feels like all the bones of a fluid action rpg game are present. I feel like it will be fun to see what
the developer introduces in the future updates to come. The game obviously needs a bunch more work but what is presented as
early access for us to play works very well. I had no problems figuring out everything or running the game.

What I hope gets added or improved upon in future updates:

- I hope that the developer thinks about hiring someone to make music for his game. It will definitely help out with long playing
times and give the game more atmosphere. This is probably one of the most important for me.
- Inventory management improvements. Like auto sort and stuff like that. Quality of life.
- Sprites that are exclusively mini bosses. Not just reskins of others with better buffs on them.
- Make the play styles of the different classes more distinct.
- More sound effects and maybe visual effects. Something to make that last hit or that crit feel good for the player. Screen
shaking stuff like that.
- Maybe a talent tree or skill system for the individual characters rather than just the guild. With the Roguelike idea mindset.

I would say definitely check this game out it is quite fun.. superb ship. All of the music from the game itself. Some may find the
music "dated" or whatever it is called (despite some audiophilia, I can never remember the names people give such things)
Others may love it for those same descriptions.

Not my favorite form of music, but far from my least.

My favorite tracks in the set are Adventure, Expanse, Past, Hope, Grime, and Home. It's te closest we have to our beloved Bust
a Groove game from the PS1, I'd say it's a hybrid between that and Dance Dance Revolution.. Worth it at $5, I'd feel ripped off
at fuill price. This game needs more employees, more types of employees, recognisable types of customers and dude

when you reach the end of 1987, it deletes your save game.

What the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.

I wanted to show my arcade off to my spouse. : (. Back during the age of DayZ\/Rust clones, many survival games have been
tooted onto steam claiming to bring something new to the table, when in reality most of these survival games hardly had any real
gimmick to set them apart. Sure, one might have dinos instead of zombies, and maybe another game would have "mutants", and
maybe the game decides to take place in a more primitive time period instead of some bizarre modern age setting where you
could somehow put together a brand new M16 out of scrap metal and tape with your bare hands. But in the end, no matter what
they did, they all ended up being the same drab survival game with the same song and dance.

Wrongworld is different.

Wrongworld takes the survival genre in a more, er... Toe Jam and Earl-ish direction, in that instead of trying to be realistic and
serious, it instead creates a wacky, insane world full of strange creatures and insane troll-logic that'll baffle even the most
"totally random XD" of people. Because of this, it takes a tired, overdone genre and gives it a fresh coat of paint that'll
encourage people to really dig in and witness all the insanity it has to offer.

It isn't totally perfect, though. Combat, for instance, is very simple for the most part, where you could easily handle any threat
by simply spamming M1 with a stick (or even your bare fists) while doing the odd combat roll here and there to avoid attacks or
close gaps. On the other hand, though, the fact that combat is so simple (and still satisfying to watch your enemies go flying as
you falcon punch them) means that players are encouraged to rumble their way out of problems instead of fleeing constantly and
feeling completely defenseless early in the game (it is quite possible to go the whole game with your bare hands if you wanted,
really).

The world, full of wonder as it may be, can also be a tad smaller than expected, and while the first playthrough will be the most
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adventurous, the second one might not have the same magic because by then, you'll very easily and quickly stumble into all the
odd structures and encounters that you already discovered in your first playthrough, making them seem less special as a result. It
would be nice if there were more strange discoveries that would randomize each new map, to keep players exploring and
continue to surprise them with new, er, surprises.

Speaking of small, the game also could be considered a bit on the short side. My first playthrough took only about 7 hours, or
close to 80 in-game days. This might not sound too shabby, but I was honestly a bit sad that my journey already ended just as I
was really getting into things. It doesn't take long to max out your tech tree, and even moreso completing your primary objective
(building a new ship) won't take too much time once you figured things out. Sure, there is replay value, but I would have liked to
have had a bit more to do before reaching end-game and eventually completing the main quest.

Despite its issues, it is certainly a really nice, casual survival game that mixes up the formula and creates its own flavor rather
than imitating what everyone else is doing, and is worth looking into if you enjoy adventure and wackiness.. This is a neat little
game which isn't for everybody, But i personally enjoy it.
Pros (Hopefully with meaning)
+Easy and quick-to-learn controls make the players able to quickly adapt to the game.
+Fun and challenging level design keeping you on your toes with enemies and puzzles.
+Fun and challenging bossfights with great different mechanics to defeat each one.
+Easy to see everything on screen due to it being mostly top-down display.
Cons (With yet again, Hope of meaning)
-Can get repetetive with the grinding.
-Hard to beat the lowest-down (aka hardest) levels without friends on board.
-Playing with random people can be frustrating without proper communications.
-The crafting system requires lots of grinding to be done to gain the resources for each item.
In short its a well-balanced game and fun for people who enjoy quick bursts of action, time-taking puzzles and lots of
multiplayer fun!
(Yes, I took time out of my sleeping pattern to write this review, Thats how sad i am.). Totally Worth The 49 Cents, I Have
Never Played Such An Action Packed Game.
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